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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 26

6:00   ASC Executive Board Working Dinner (CURTIS B)
7:00   ASC Executive Board Meeting (CURTIS A)
       (open to all ASC members)

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 27

6:45-6:30  Registration (ATRIUM)
7:15-8:45  Area Breakfast Keynote: Lawrence W. Sherman (BALLROOM A)
7:15-8:45  Brownbag Breakfast Keynote (PHOENIX EAST)
8:00-8:45  Division of Women and Crime Executive Board Meeting (BOARDROOM)
8:00-8:45  Childcare: Informal Networking (COWBOY/ARTISTS)
9:00-5:00  Professional Employment Service (BALLROOM C)
9:00-9:00  ASC Members Hospitality Room (COWBOY/ARTISTS)
2:00-5:00  Student Hospitality Room (SUITE 327)
2:00-5:00  Book Exhibit (ATRIUM)
4:30-5:45  Plenary Session: The Future of Research in Crime and Delinquency
           (PHOENIX EAST/WEST)
5:45-7:00  Journal of Research in Crime and Delinquency 30th Anniversary Reception
           (Sponsored by Sage Publications) (GARDEN PATIO, THIRD FLOOR)
6:30-8:00  Presidential Reception for Students (PLAYERS GRILLE, ARIZONA CENTER)

7:15-8:45 AREA BREAKFAST KEYNOTE SPEECH

1.  (C0001) Predicting and Preventing Violent Victimizations (BALLROOM A)

7:15-8:45 BROWN BAG BREAKFAST KEYNOTE

2.  (C0002) Author Meets Critics—Above the Law: Police and the Excessive Use of Force
     (PHOENIX EAST)

8:00-8:45  Division on Women and Crime Executive Board Meeting (BOARDROOM)
8:00-8:45  Childcare: Informal Networking (COWBOY/ARTISTS)

9:00-10:15 PANEL SESSIONS

3.  (A0301) The Theory of Differential Oppression (REMINGTON A)
4.  (A0401) Thematic: The Deterrence of Domestic Violence (PHOENIX EAST)
5. (A0701) Strain-Anomie Theory: Micro- and Macro-Level Studies (BOREN B)
7. (B0002) Minority Issues: Methods for Study (RUSSELL A)
8. (B0301) Thematic: Ethnographic Approaches to Domestic Violence (CASSIDY)
9. (B0601) New Approaches to the Measurement of Psychopathy (CURTIS A)
10. (C0301) Cross Cultural Responses to Problem Juveniles (RUSSELL B)
11. (C0701) Factors Affecting Juvenile Justice Processes (REMINGTON C)
12. (C1007) Thematic: Social Influences of Victim Reporting (CURTIS B)
13. (D0312) Gender and Race Effects in the Control of Women (BOREN A)
14. (D0512) Drugs and Crime: Trafficking, Legal and Policy Issues (SUNDANCE)
15. (D0804) Thematic: Violent Crime and Work (REMINGTON B)
16. (E0119) Thematic: Prisons and Jails (BALLROOM D)
17. (E0303) Thematic: Juvenile Delinquency and the Family (SUITE 318)
18. (E0510) Thematic: Campus Police (SUITE 326)
19. (E0801) Thematic: Social Competency Promotion Interventions in Schools and Communities (PHOENIX WEST)

10:30-11:45 PANEL SESSIONS

20. (A0201) Social Control Theory: Tests and Extensions (RUSSELL A)
21. (A0501) Economics of Crime in Britain (REMINGTON C)
22. (A0608) Toward a General Theory of Deviance (CURTIS B)
23. (B0102) Thematic: Analysis of Incident-Based Data (SUITE 326)
24. (B0401) Valid Indicators of Drug Use: Implications for Criminal Justice (SUNDANCE)
25. (C0103) White Collar Crime and Criminal Careers (CURTIS A)
26. (C0609) Organized Crime in Las Vegas: Facts and Fiction (CASSIDY)
27. (C0901) Thematic: Racism, Terrorism, and Political Rights (BOREN B)
28. (C0908) Political Crime: Theory, Policy, and Law (SUITE 318)
29. (C1009) Thematic: Dimensions of Victimization (BOREN A)
30. (C1207) Thematic: Pollution as Violence (RUSSELL C)
31. (D0101) Disproportionality Studies: Juveniles in Secure Facilities (BOREN B)
32. (D0602) Thematic: Topics in Homicide Research (REMINGTON A)
33. (D0805) Crime and Work (REMINGTON B)
34. (E0102) Thematic: Who's In Prison? (BALLROOM D)
35. (E0215) Thematic: Practical Perspectives on Court Research (PHOENIX EAST)
37. (E0502) Thematic: The Use of Force by Police (PHOENIX WEST)

12:00-1:15 PANEL SESSIONS

38. (A0304) Theory and Research in Critical Criminology (REMINGTON A)
39. (A0901) New Integrative Theories (PHOENIX EAST)
40. (B0103) Thematic: New Data Sources and Applications (SUITE 326)
41. (C0304) American Indians and the Law: Issues of Crime and Justice (REMINGTON B)
42. (C0402) Crime Prevention and the Physical Environment (RUSSELL A)
43. (C0704) Peer Influences on Adolescent Aggression and Juvenile Delinquency (REMINGTON C)
44. (C1001) Thematic: Memories of Child Sexual Abuse (CURTIS B)
45. (D0303) Thematic: Masculinities and Crime (BOREN A)
46. (D0510) Drug Use and the Criminal Justice System (BOREN B)
47. (D0615) Thematic: Settings and Types of Crimes (RUSSELL C)
48. (E0103) Thematic: Jail/Prison Management (BALLROOM D)
49. (E0115) Thematic: Attitudes Towards Criminal Sanctions (CURTIS A)
50. (E0404) Thematic: OJJDP's Program for Serious, Violent, and Chronic Juvenile Offenders (BALLROOM A)
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51. (E0516) Policing Change: Changing Police (PHOENIX WEST)
52. (E0603) Community-Level Approaches to Crime and Social Control (RUSSELL B)
53. (E0802) Thematic: Cultural Equivalence in Delinquency Research (CASSIDY)
54. (F0038) Thematic: Students and Criminology (BOARDROOM)

1:30-2:45 PANEL SESSIONS

55. (A0207) Social Control and Crime (REMINGTON B)
56. (A0801) Testing Psychological Theories of Crime With Longitudinal Studies (PHOENIX EAST)
57. (B0003) Methods and Minority and Social Class Issues (SUITE 326)
58. (B0306) Applied Ethnography (CASSIDY)
59. (C0309) Implementing Human Rights Awareness in Police Departments (REMINGTON A)
60. (C0314) Crime and Criminal Justice System in India (REMINGTON C)
61. (C0501) Thematic: Research Findings in Family Violence (BOREN A)
62. (C0801) Thematic: Ethnic Based Organized Crime: Myth or Reality (RUSSELL C)
63. (C1003) Thematic Roundtable: Considering Ethnicity in Studies of Family Violence (CURTIS B)
64. (C1205) White Collar Crime: Theory and Research (RUSSELL A)
65. (D0402) Socioeconomic Status and Contemporary Criminological Theory (CURTIS A)
66. (D0506) Therapeutic Community for Substance Abusing Offenders (BOREN B)
67. (D0603) Tabloid Television and Violent Crime: The New Crime News (RUSSELL B)
68. (E0109) Working in Corrections: Costs and Benefits (BALLROOM D)
69. (E0202) Celebrated People, Cases, and Ideas (SUITE 318)
70. (E0205) Alternative Court Processes/Alternative Outcomes (SUNDANCE)
71. (E0410) Community-Based Alternatives for Juvenile Justice: Innovations (BALLROOM A)
72. (E0503) Who Are We Hiring and Who Should We Hire? (PHOENIX WEST)

3:00-4:15 PANEL SESSIONS

73. (A0206) Thematic: Control Theory and Violence (REMINGTON C)
74. (A0607) Zeroing in on Theoretical Integration: Considerations (REMINGTON A)
75. (B0104) Thematic: Commercial Crime and Opportunity Theory (SUITE 326)
76. (B0304) Outreach Interventions in Ethnographic Research (SUNDANCE)
77. (C0403) Innovations in the Ecological Analysis of Crime Patterns (RUSSELL C)
78. (C0502) Thematic: Coping With Child Abuse (CASSIDY)
79. (C1002) Thematic: Behavioral Psychological, and Social Outcomes of Victimization (CURTIS B)
80. (D0203) Thematic: Research on Pregnant and Parenting Teens (RUSSELL A)
81. (D0304) Thematic: Women’s Violence (BOREN A)
82. (D0502) Limits of Drug Control (BOREN B)
83. (D0616) Thematic: Preventing Violence: The Relationship Between Theory and Practice (RUSSELL B)
84. (D0617) Thematic: Corporate Violence (CURTIS A)
85. (D0802) Going Public With Privatization (REMINGTON B)
86. (E0003) Thematic: Critiques of Crime Control Strategies (BOARDROOM)
87. (E0104) Thematic: Analysis of Prisons (BALLROOM D)
89. (E0409) Understanding and Responding to Juvenile Minority Overrepresentation (BALLROOM A)
90. (E0504) Drug Enforcement (PHOENIX WEST)
91. (S0001) Pressures (and the Joys) of Academic Life: Minority Statuses and Other Considerations (SUITE 327)
4:30-5:45 PLENARY SESSION

92. (F0008) Thematic: The Future of Research on Crime and Delinquency (PHOENIX EAST/WEST)

5:45-7:00 30th Anniversary: The Journal of Research in Crime and Delinquency (Sponsored by Sage Publications, Inc.) (GARDEN PATIO, THIRD FLOOR)

6:30-8:00 Presidential Reception for Students (PLAYERS GRILLE, ARIZONA CENTER)

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28

6:45-5:45 Registration (ATRIUM)
7:15-8:45 Area Breakfast Keynote: Jeffrey Fagan (BALLROOM A)
7:30-8:45 The "Genetic Factors in Crime" Controversy (PHOENIX EAST)
8:00-8:30 Childcare: Informal Networking (COWBOY/ARTISTS)
8:00-8:45 ASC National Policy Committee Meeting (REMITNGTON A)
8:00-8:45 ASC Student Awards Committee Meeting (REMITNGTON B)
8:00-8:45 ASC Michael J. Hindelang Award Committee Meeting (SUNDANCE)
8:00-8:45 ASC Awards Committee Meeting (REMITNGTON C)
8:00-8:45 Division of International Criminology Executive Board Meeting (BOARDROOM)
8:00-8:45 Division of Women and Crime General Division Meeting I (CURTIS B)
9:00-9:00 Professional Employment Service (BALLROOM C)
9:00-9:00 Student Hospitality Room (SUITE 327)
9:00-9:00 ASC Members Hospitality Room (COWBOY/ARTISTS)
9:00-7:30 Book Exhibit (ATRIUM)
10:00-2:00 Tour of Gila River Indian Community
11:45-1:15 Division on International Criminology Luncheon (BALLROOM A)
12:00-1:30 1994 ASC Program Committee Meeting (Gila Room, Holiday Inn)
3:30-4:30 Ice Cream Social (ATRIUM)
4:30-5:45 Editorial Collective Meeting of the Journal of Human Justice (BOARDROOM)
4:30-5:45 Plenary Session: ASC Awards Presentation (PHOENIX EAST/WEST)
5:45-6:45 Division of Critical Criminology Meeting (CURTIS A)
6:00-7:00 Division on Women and Crime Pre-Dinner Social Hour (TBA)
7:15-8:45 Panel: Crime, Delinquency and the Press: Media Coverage During 1993 (CURTIS B)
10:00-12:00 ASC Minority Scholarship Bluegrass Rock Concert (BALLROOM A/B)

7:15-8:45 AREA BREAKFAST KEYNOTE SPEECH

93. (E0001) Sanctions and Social Context (BALLROOM A)

7:30-8:45 SPECIAL MORNING CONVERSATION HOUR

94. (A0101) The "Genetic Factors in Crime" Controversy (PHOENIX EAST)

8:00-8:30 Childcare: Informal Networking (COWBOY/ARTISTS)
8:00-8:45 ASC National Policy Committee Meeting (REMITNGTON A)
9:00-10:15 PANEL SESSIONS

95. (A0302) Using Critical Criminology (REMINGTON A)
96. (A1009) Gender, Crime and the Law (CASSIDY)
97. (B0004) Empirical Findings About Theoretical and Methodological Issues (SUITE 326)
98. (B0203) Factorial Surveys in Criminological Research (PHOENIX EAST)
99. (C0503) Thematic: Homicide Among Intimates (RUSSELL A)
100. (C0803) Organized Crime: Findings of Recent Research (BOREN B)
101. (C1015) Thematic: Victims of Crime: Contemporary Perspectives (CURTIS B)
102. (C1201) On the Control and Regulation of White Collar Crime (RUSSELL C)
103. (D0308) Minority Females, Crime, and the Law (BOREN A)
104. (D0508) Drug-Involved Offenders: New Data and New Initiatives (CURTIS A)
105. (D0604) Thematic: Crimes by and Against the Elderly (RUSSELL B)
106. (D0801) Work, Crime, and Imprisonment (REMINGTON B)
107. (E0105) Thematic: Female Prisoners (SUITE)
108. (E0210) Courts in Crisis, Courts in Transition (BALLROOM D)
109. (E0302) Thematic: Delinquency and Family Structure in Asia (SUITE 318)
110. (E0505) Thematic: Research on Community Policing (PHOENIX WEST)
111. (F0003) Grants Writing Workshop for Criminal Justice Educators (BOARDROOM)

10:00-2:00 Tour of the Gila River Indian Community

9:30-11:00 PANEL SESSIONS

112. (F0014) Division on Critical Criminology Town Meeting 1: What Causes Violence? (HAVASUPAI ROOM, HOLIDAY INN)
113. (F0040) Division on International Criminology Town Meeting: Current Efforts to Control Violence: Cross National Perspectives (GILA ROOM, HOLIDAY INN)

10:30-11:45 PANEL SESSIONS

114. (A0102) Underlying Mechanisms in Antisocial Behavior (REMINGTON A)
115. (A0603) Linking Integrated Theories With Criminal Justice Practices (BOREN B)
116. (A0703) The Future of Strain-Anomie Theory (RUSSELL A)
117. (B0105) Thematic Roundtable: The Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics (CURTIS A)
118. (B0310) Ethnographic Work on Homelessness (REMINGTON C)
119. (B0605) Innovative Computer Use in Teaching Criminal Justice: A Look to the Future (SUITE 318)
120. (B0608) Ethical Principles and Dilemmas Confronting Criminology (BOARDROOM)
121. (C0003) Contexts That Favor Crime and Fear of Crime (SUITE 326)
122. (C0907) Thematic: The Political Economy of Street Crime (CURTIS B)
123. (D0309) Conceptual and Methodological Considerations in Sexual Harassment (REMINGTON B)
124. (D0403) Thematic: Socio-Economic Status, Cultural Differences and Crime (RUSSELL C)
12.5. (D0513) Gender and Ethnic Issues in Substance Abuse (CASSIDY)
12.6. (D0614) Thematic: Social Contexts of Violent Crime (RUSSELL B)
12.7. (D0701) Thematic: Scientific Studies of the Effects of Firearm Regulations (BOREN A)
12.8. (E0106) Thematic: Age, Sex, and Race in the Correctional Setting (SUNDANCE)
12.9. (E0208) Historical Perspectives on Courts and Prosecution (BALLROOM D)
13.0. (E0413) Emerging National Data Systems on Juveniles as Victims/Offenders (PHOENIX EAST)
13.1. (E0506) Thematic: Laws and Their Effects (PHOENIX WEST)

11:45-1:15 Division of International Criminology Luncheon (BALLROOM A)
12:00-1:30 1994 ASC Program Committee Meeting (GILA ROOM, HOLIDAY INN)

12:00-1:15 PANEL SESSIONS

132. (A0202) Thematic: Control Theory Across Cultures (RUSSELL A)
133. (A0604) Thematic: Violence and U.S. Regional Culture (CURTIS A)
134. (A0704) Contemporary Extensions of the Social Disorganization Framework (BOREN A)
135. (A1010) American Indians, Violence and Justice (RUSSELL B)
136. (B0055) Rethinking the Criminal Justice System: Toward a New Paradigm (PHOENIX EAST)
137. (B0303) Hitting the Street: Qualitative Understanding of Cocaine (CASSIDY)
138. (C0404) Thematic: Mapping Crime From a Law Enforcement Perspective (REMINGTON C)
139. (C0802) Research Issues in the Study of Organized Crime (RUSSELL C)
140. (C0903) Thematic: Four Perspectives on the Political Nature of Crime (BOREN B)
141. (D0306) Black Females and Criminal Justice (REMINGTON B)
142. (D0503) Issues in Measuring Prevalence of Drug Use (SUNDANCE)
143. (D0605) Issues in the Study of Homicide (CURTIS B)
144. (D0806) Thematic: Confrontations in the World of Work (SUITE 326)
145. (E0110) Thematic: Prisoners Doing Research on Prisoners--Panel 1 (REMINGTON A)
146. (E0203) Sentencing Guidelines: Departures and Effects (BALLROOM D)
147. (E0218) Workshop: Community Prosecution, the Courts, and Police (PHOENIX WEST)
148. (S0002) 101 Uses for Your Completed Dissertation (SUITE 327)

1:30-2:45 PANEL SESSIONS

149. (A0306) Social Control Across Borders (REMINGTON A)
150. (A0402) Thematic: Reconceptualizing Punishment and Deterrence (CASSIDY)
151. (A0902) Applications and Tests of Social Learning Theory (RUSSELL C)
152. (B0201) Thematic: Methods Showcase: Identification Problems in Criminology (CURTIS B)
153. (C0101) Thematic: Urban Violence: Bad or Worse (PHOENIX EAST)
154. (C0303) Juvenile Justice in Europe and the United States (RUSSELL A)
155. (C0315) Recent Research in International Criminology (BOREN A)
156. (C0708) Thematic: Juveniles as Victims and Delinquents (SUITE 326)
157. (C0902) Thematic: Terrorism and the FBI (BOREN B)
158. (C1004) Thematic: Blaming the Victim and the Devaluation of Women (CURTIS A)
159. (D0311) SASH Workshop for the ASC (REMINGTON B)
160. (D0606) Drugs and Crime (PHOENIX WEST)
161. (E0204) Prosecutorial and Judicial Decision-Making (BALLROOM D)
162. (E0902) Thematic: Criminal Justice Treatment Programs for Drug-Abusing Women Offenders (SUNDANCE)
163. (S0003) National Institute of Justice Fellowship Programs (SUITE 327)

3:00-4:15 PANEL SESSIONS

164. (A0103) Behavior Genetic Perspectives on Crime (REMINGTON A)
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165. (A0802) International Approaches to Delinquency (REMINGTON B)
166. (B0302) Thematic: Violence: Ethnographic Snap Shots (CURTIS B)
167. (C0311) Thematic: Immigrants, Immigration and Crime: Victimization and Offending (RUSSELL B)
168. (C0703) The Effects of School, Family and Peers on Delinquency (REMINGTON C)

169. (C1010) Thematic: Prior Experience as Victims and Attitudes Toward Police (BOREN B)
170. (D0003) Conceptions of Crime (RUSSELL C)
171. (D0103) Crime and Ethnicity Research: Multi-Ethnic Perspectives (RUSSELL A)
172. (D0317) Women and Prison (CASSIDY)
173. (D0318) Teaching Workshop: Gender and Race Issues (BOARDROOM)
174. (D0507) Intra- and Interpersonal Correlates of Drug Use and Delinquency (CURTIS A)
175. (E0107) Thematic: Coping With Incarceration (SUNDANCE)
176. (E0212) Court Studies (BALLROOM D)
177. (E0304) Thematic: Family and Crime (SUTTE 326)
178. (E0508) Thematic: Issues in Law Enforcement (PHOENIX WEST)
179. (E0520) On the Size of Criminal Justice Agencies (SUITE 318)
180. (F0006) Reassessing Criminological Frameworks (BOREN A)
181. (F0029) Thematic: Issues for Women in the ASC (PHOENIX EAST)

3:30-4:30   Ice Cream Social (ATRIUM)
4:30-5:45   Editorial Collective Meeting of the Journal of Human Justice (BOARDROOM)

4:30-5:45 PANEL SESSIONS

182. (A0403) Thematic: Deterrence and Perceptions of Risk (REMINGTON A)
183. (A1004) Feminism: Not a Theory? (CURTIS A)
184. (C0305) Thematic: Perspectives on Violence: Findings of National Crime Surveys (RUSSELL C)
185. (C0401) Thematic: The Ecology of Urban Crime (SUITE 326)
186. (C1006) Thematic: Correlates and Settings of Victimization (REMINGTON C)
187. (D0104) Thematic: Hate/Bias Crimes and Minority Victims (BOREN A)
188. (E0118) Thematic: Did They Do It Again? (BOREN B)
189. (E0209) Bias in Court Processes: Perceptions and Effects (BALLROOM D)
190. (E0501) Thematic: Community Oriented Policing (CURTIS B)
191. (E0519) Issues in Criminology (RUSSELL A)
192. (E0601) Crime and the Community (RUSSELL B)
193. (E0903) Thematic: Treatment Strategies (REMINGTON B)

4:30-5:45 PLENARY SESSION

194. ASC AWARDS PRESENTATION (PHOENIX EAST/WEST)

   Chair: Delbert S. Elliott, President American Society of Criminology

   Edwin H. Sutherland Award Presentation and Address
   Albert K. Cohen, University of Connecticut
   "Criminological Theory: Some Oral History"

   Sellin-Glueck Award Presentation
   David Garland, University of Scotland
   (Award will be accepted in absentia)

   August Vollmer Award Presentation and Address
   Barry Krisberg, National Council on Crime and Delinquency
   "New Directions in Federal Crime Control Policies"

   Herbert Bloch Award Winner Presentation and Address
   Hugh D. Barlow, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville
   "On the Cutting Edge: Remembrances of Herbert A. Bloch"
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28 AND FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29

1993 ASC Fellows
John Irwin, San Francisco State University
Frank Zimring, University of California, Berkeley

5:45-7:00 Reception Honoring the ASC Award Winners (ATRIUM)

5:45-6:45 Division of Critical Criminology Meeting (Curtis A)

6:00-7:00 Division on Women and Crime Pre-Dinner Social Hour
(PUZZLES, ARIZONA CENTER)

7:15-8:45 PANEL SESSION

195. (F0001) Crime, Delinquency and the Press: Media Coverage During 1993 (CURTIS B)

10:00-12:00 ASC MINORITY SCHOLARSHIP BLUEGRASS ROCK CONCERT
(BALLROOM A/B)
Ron Akers and His Bluegrass Band
Lawrence Sherman's Rock'N Roll Band

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29

6:45-5:45 Registration (ATRIUM)
7:15-8:45 Area Breakfast Keynote: Colin Loftin (BALLROOM A)
7:15-8:45 Area Breakfast Keynote: Margo Wilson and Martin Daly (BALLROOM D)
8:00-8:30 Childcare: Informal Networking (COWBOY/ARTISTS)
8:00-8:45 ASC Fellows Committee Meeting (REMINSTON A)
8:00-8:45 Division on Women and Crime General Division Meeting II (CURTIS B)
9:00-5:00 Professional Employment Service (BALLROOM C)
9:00-5:00 Student Hospitality Room (SUITE 327)
9:00-9:00 ASC Members Hospitality Room (COWBOY/ARTISTS)
9:00-7:30 Book Exhibit (ATRIUM)
11:00-12:30 IASOC Meeting (HAVASUPAI ROOM, HOLIDAY INN)
12:00-1:30 1994 ASC Program Committee Meeting (GILA ROOM, HOLIDAY INN)
1:00-6:00 Arizona Prison Complex Tour
3:00-4:15 British Home Office Invites ASC Members for Tea (COWBOY/ARTISTS)
4:30-5:45 Plenary Session: Presidential Address (PHOENIX EAST/WEST)
5:45-7:00 Panel: Prisoners Doing Research on Prisoners: Evening Videos and Panel (CURTIS A)
7:00-8:15 Panel: Documentary Film and Discussion: We Are Not Who You Think We Are (CURTIS B)

7:15-8:45 AREA BREAKFAST KEYNOTE SPEECH

196. (A0001) Twenty Years of Research on Poverty, Culture, and Homicide (BALLROOM A)

7:15-8:45 AREA BREAKFAST KEYNOTE SPEECH

197. (D0001) Let's Get Serious About Victim-Killer Relationship in Homicide Research (BALLROOM D)
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8:00-8:45 ASC Fellows Committee Meeting (REMINGTON A)

8:00-8:45 Division on Women and Crime General Division Meeting II (CURTIS B)

9:00-10:15 PANEL SESSIONS

198. (A0204) Control Theory: Roles, Cultures, and Motives (BOREN A)
199. (A0605) Thematic: Integrating Theories of Police (PHOENIX EAST)
200. (B0501) Thematic: Studying Prisons and Their Impact Over Time (SUITE 318)
201. (B0602) Simulation and Gaming in Criminal Justice Policy Analysis (REMINGTON A)
202. (C0313) Problems of Comparative Criminology (CASSIDY)
203. (C0505) Thematic: Connections Between Child Abuse and Family Violence (REMINGTON B)
204. (C0804) Asian Gangs and Organized Crime (RUSSELL C)
205. (C0905) Systematic Studies of Political Criminality: Facts and Theory (BOREN B)
206. (C1005) Thematic Roundtable: Family Violence in the Context of a Violent Society (CURTIS A)
207. (D0316) Thematic: Women and Violence (RUSSELL A)
208. (D0511) Drugs and Crime: Issues and Studies – Incarcerated Populations (REMINGTON C)
209. (D0607) Thematic: Gangs and Gang-Related Violence (RUSSELL B)
210. (E0116) Thematic: Capital Punishment (CURTIS B)
211. (E0201) The Bureau of Justice Assistance Structured Fines Demonstration (PHOENIX WEST)
212. (E0412) National Survey of Conditions of Confinement: Juvenile Facilities (SUITE 326)
213. (E0509) Thematic: Recent Research on Gangs and Law Enforcement (SUNDANCE)
214. (E0805) Research on Students, Campus Violence, and Disorder (SUITE 327)

9:30-11:00 PANEL SESSIONS

215. (F0035) Division on Critical Criminology Town Meeting 2: What Needs To Be And Is Being Done About Violence (HAVASUPAI ROOM, HOLIDAY INN)
216. (F0041) Division on International Criminology Town Meeting 2: Violence Control: Cross National Perspective: What Should Be Done? (GILA ROOM, HOLIDAY INN)

10:30-11:45 PANEL SESSIONS

217. (A0303) Radical Criminology and Its Discontents (BOREN B)
218. (B0202) Advances in Micro-Models of Criminal Careers (PHOENIX EAST)
219. (C0307) Thematic: Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Violence Against Wives (REMINGTON B)
220. (C0702) The Impact of Gender and Ethnicity (BALLROOM D)
221. (C0805) Trends in Organized Crime (RUSSELL C)
222. (C0906) The Politics of Probation (REMINGTON C)
223. (C1008) Thematic Roundtable: Women, Violence, and Victimization (REMINGTON A)
224. (D0002) Thematic: Correlates of Violent and Nonviolent Crime (CURTIS A)
225. (D0301) Teaching Criminology (RUSSELL B)
226. (D0501) Thematic: Author Meets Critics: Against Excess: Drug Policy for Results (PHOENIX WEST)
227. (D0613) Thematic: Offender Perspectives and Violent Crime (CASSIDY)
228. (D0702) Thematic: Guns, Crime and Society (RUSSELL A)
229. (E0305) Thematic: The Family Context of Social Deviance (SUNDANCE)
230. (E0406) New State and National Research on Waiver and Its Implications (BALLROOM A)
231. (E0507) Thematic: Police Force and Deadly Force (BOREN A)
232. (E0517) Performance Measurement of Police (SUITE 326)
233. (E0804) Thematic: Federal R&D Programs on Drugs and Violence in Schools (CURTIS B)
234. (E0901) Thematic: Exemplars of Delinquency Prevention (SUITE 318)
235. (F0043) Town Meeting of the Local Arrangements Committee (BOARDROOM)
236. (S0006) Student Panel – Contemporary Criminology: Students’ Views (SUITE 327)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29

11:00-12:30 IASOC Meeting (HAVASUPAI ROOM, HOLIDAY INN)
12:00-1:30 1994 ASC Program Committee Meeting (GILA ROOM, HOLIDAY INN)

12:00-1:15 PANEL SESSIONS

237. (A0104) Neurological and Evolutionary Perspectives in Criminology (REMINGTON A)
239. (A0803) Theory, Psychology and Delinquency (CASSIDY)
240. (B0006) Political and Research Issues in Criminology (SUITE 318)
241. (B0204) Thematic: Case Control Studies in Criminology (CURTIS B)
242. (C0308) The International Self Report Juvenile Delinquency Project (REMINGTON B)
243. (C0310) Crime and Transition in Eastern Europe (REMINGTON C)
244. (C0506) Thematic: International Perspectives on the Official Response to Spouse Abuse (BOREN A)
245. (C0507) Thematic: Domestic Violence: Outcomes and Risk Factors (CURTIS A)
246. (C1203) Risks, Incentives and the Control of White Collar Crime (RUSSELL C)
247. (D0201) Mentally-Ill Offenders (BOREN B)
248. (D0313) Thematic: Women Confronting Violence (RUSSELL B)
249. (D0608) Thematic: Exploring Incidents and Etiological Issues of Crime — NCV Survey (RUSSELL A)
250. (E0117) Drug Testing in Corrections (SUNDANCE)
251. (E0213) Defendant Rights (BALLROOM D)
252. (E0405) Thematic: Fresh Perspectives on Juvenile Justice (BALLROOM A)
253. (E0522) Workshop: Non-Traditional Responses to Crime (BOARDROOM)
254. (F0048) Foundation Initiatives in Substance Abuse, Violence and Crime (PHOENIX EAST)
255. (S0004) Research Support for Young Investigators (SUITE 327)

1:00-6:00 Tour of the Arizona Prison Complex

1:30-2:45 PANEL SESSIONS

256. (A0205) Control Processes Across Time and Space (RUSSELL C)
257. (A0504) Thematic: The Economics of Illicit Drugs (REMINGTON C)
258. (B0007) Roundtable: Cross-National Longitudinal Research -- Next Steps (SUITE 326)
259. (B0307) Ethical Issues in Criminologic Research (BOREN A)
260. (C0306) Thematic: Violent Crime From a Cross-Cultural Perspective (CASSIDY)
261. (C0511) Thematic Workshop: Teaching About Family Violence (BOARDROOM)
262. (C0705) Social Development and Crime: Testing Theory and Practice (CURTIS A)
263. (C1011) Thematic: Assembling Crime Victims: Advocacy and Just Deserts (REMINGTON A)
264. (C1209) Research on Organization Criminal Sanctions (RUSSELL A)
265. (D0307) Black Females and Criminality (REMINGTON B)
266. (D0505) Canadian Drug Policy: Roots, Repression, and Current Realities (CURTIS B)
267. (D0609) Thematic: The Victimization of Children: National Surveys (RUSSELL B)
268. (D0707) Thematic: Guns, Gun Control and Violence (BALLROOM A)
269. (E0108) Planned Change: Models for Addressing Correctional Problems (SUNDANCE)
270. (E0214) Thematic: Sentencing and Conviction Studies (BALLROOM D)
271. (E0306) Thematic: From Family to Peer Group to Delinquency (PHOENIX WEST)
272. (E0511) Using Computers in Criminal Justice (SUITE 318)
273. (E0518) Thematic: Violent Crimes (BOREN B)
274. (F0002) Contributions to Modern Criminology: Albert J. Reiss, Jr. (PHOENIX EAST)
275. (S0005) Student Panel: Current Issues Facing Police in America (SUITE 327)

3:00-4:15 British Home Office Invites ASC Members for Tea (COWBOY/ARTISTS)
3:00-4:15 PANEL SESSIONS

276. (A0606) Thematic: Lethal Violence: An Integrated Model of Suicide and Homicide (BOREN A)

277. (A0804) Social and Academic Aspects of Delinquency (REMINGTON A)

278. (A0903) Applications of Social Learning Theory (REMINGTON B)

279. (A1008) Feminist Theories of Crime and Justice (CASSIDY)

280. (B0305) Authors Meets Critics: Cocaine Changes (BALLROOM D)

281. (B0607) Innovative Data Collection and Analysis Methods (BOARDROOM)

282. (C0102) Punishing Drug Offenders: Current Policies and Future Possibilities (CURTIS A)

283. (C0312) Cross-National Perspectives on Crime and Justice (REMINGTON C)

284. (C0508) Thematic: Schools, Children, and Aggression (BOREN B)

285. (C0807) Drug Trafficking Organized Crime and Intelligence (RUSSELL C)

286. (C1206) The Invisibility of Corporate Crime (RUSSELL A)

287. (D0401) Thematic: Economic Marginality, Crime and Punishment (RUSSELL B)

288. (D0601) Thematic: Alcohol and Violence (SUITE 326)

289. (E0101) Thematic Roundtable: Prison Research Group (CURTIS B)

290. (E0120) Thematic: Issues for Law and Justice (SUNDANCE)

291. (E0411) Media Hype, Public Attitudes About Juvenile Crime (BALLROOM A)

292. (E0512) Police Response to Specific Types of Crime (SUITE 318)

293. (E0521) Situational Prevention: Displacement and Diffusion Effects (PHOENIX WEST)

294. (F0042) Division on Women and Crime Town Meeting (GILA ROOM, HOLIDAY INN)

4:30-5:45 PLENARY SESSION

295. ASC PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS (PHOENIX EAST/WEST)

President: Delbert S. Elliott
American Society of Criminology
"Serious Violent Offenders: Onset, Developmental Course and Termination"

5:45- ASC PRESIDENT'S RECEPTION FOR ALL MEETING ATTENDEES (ATRIUM)

7:00-8:15 PANEL SESSIONS

296. (E0111) Prisoners Doing Research on Prisoners: Evening Videos and Panel (CURTIS A)

297. (F0007) Documentary Film and Discussion: We Are Not Who You Think We Are (CURTIS B)

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30

6:45-3:00 Registration (ATRIUM)

7:15-8:45 Area Breakfast Keynote: Robert Boruch (BALLROOM A)

7:30-8:45 ASC Business Meeting (PHOENIX EAST)

8:00-10:15 Homicide Research Working Group Workshop (CURTIS B)

9:00-1:00 ASC Executive Board Meeting (TO BE ANNOUNCED)

9:00-5:00 ASC Members Hospitality Room (COWBOY/ARTISTS)

3:00-4:15 Plenary Session: Violence in America: The National Research Council Violence Report (PHOENIX EAST/WEST)

4:30-5:45 Plenary Session: Observations of the 1968 National Panel on Violence Members (PHOENIX EAST/WEST)

6:00 Arizona State University Reception for all Meeting Attendees (ATRIUM)

6:00-7:30 Panel: Responding to Violence: Reports From the Town Meetings (PHOENIX EAST/WEST)

6:30- Homicide Research Working Group Dinner (TO BE ANNOUNCED)
7:15-8:45 AREA BREAKFAST KEYNOTE SPEECH

298. (B0001) Thematic: Advances in Field Experiments in Multiple Settings (BALLROOM A)

7:30-8:45 ASC Business Meeting (PHOENIX EAST)

8:00-10:15 Homicide Research Working Group Workshop (CURTIS B)

9:00-1:00 ASC Executive Board Meeting (TO BE ANNOUNCED)

9:00-10:15 PANEL SESSIONS

299. (A0105) Thematic: Evolutionary Criminology? (REMETTNG A)
300. (B0101) Preliminary Uses of NIBRS Data: Welcome to the Neighborhood (RUSSELL A)
301. (B0008) Ethnographic Research in Organizational Contexts (BOARDROOM)
302. (B0502) Thematic: Longitudinal Research in Crime, Law, and Criminal Justice (SUTTE 318)
303. (C0509) Thematic: Law Enforcement and Justice System Response to Family Violence (BORE A)
304. (C0904) Political Expediences, News and Trends (BORE A)
305. (C1013) Thematic: Impact of Media on Perceptions of Crime, Victimization, and Risk (CASSIDY)
306. (C1210) Integrating and Elaborating Organizational Crime Theory (REMETTNG C)
307. (D0106) Thematic: Racial Discrimination and the Death Penalty (RUSSELL B)
308. (D0305) Race, Gender, and Education (REMETTNG B)
309. (D0404) Thematic: Routine Activities, Socioeconomic Status and Crime (RUSSELL C)
310. (D0703) Thematic: New Perspectives on Gun Control (CURTIS A)
311. (D0704) Thematic: Guns, Violence and Legislation (BALLROOM D)
313. (E0206) The Capital Jury Project in Progress (SUTTE 326)
314. (E0403) Thematic: Conflicting Messages and Power Conflicts in Juvenile Justice (PHOENIX WEST)
315. (E0513) Styles of Policing (SUTTE 327)
316. (E0806) Thematic: Research on School Crime (PHOENIX EAST)

10:30-11:15 PANEL SESSIONS

317. (A0203) Thematic: Conceptualizations of Control in Contemporary Criminology (BORE A)
318. (A1005) Feminist Pedagogy and the Academy (REMETTNG B)
319. (B0604) Criminal Justice Simulation at Different Jurisdictional Levels (SUTTE 318)
320. (C0201) Cyberspace: Computer Playground or Battleground - a Debate (BOARDROOM)
321. (C0302) Thematic: Comparative Sociocultural Aspects of Violent Behavior (CASSIDY)
322. (C0707) Thematic: Explaining Violent Behavior (CASSIDY)
323. (C0806) Theoretical Issues in Organized Crime (BORE B)
324. (C1202) The Harms of White Collar Crime (REMETTNG C)
325. (D0302) Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Mental Health and Deviance (REMETTNG C)
326. (D0302) Thematic: Women, Violence, and the Media (CURTIS B)
327. (D0509) Public Health Based Alternatives to the War on Drugs (RUSSELL A)
328. (D0612) Thematic: Measurement Issues in the Study of Violence (RUSSELL B)
329. (D0705) Thematic: Guns and Crime (BALLROOM D)
330. (D0803) Violence Against Workers: Work Place Hazards and Safety Violation (REMETTNG A)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30

332. (E0207) Thematic: How Capital Jurors Explain Their Life or Death Decisions (SUTTE 326)
333. (E0401) Thematic: Understanding the Spectrum: Social Controls for Status Offenders (PHOENIX WEST)
334. (E0514) Perceptions of Delinquency (SUTTE 327)
335. (F0004) HHS Agencies: Crime and Drug-Related Research Funding (PHOENIX EAST)

12:00-1:15 PANEL SESSIONS

336. (A0305) Images and Realities of Offenders and Victims (BOARDROOM)
337. (A1007) Feminism, Violence and Structures of Power (BOREN B)
338. (B0309) Interpretive Research on Crime and Deviance (CASSIDY)
339. (B0606) Methodological Innovations in Criminal Justice Research (SUTTE 318)
340. (C0706) Current Issues in Child Welfare and Juvenile Delinquency (PHOENIX WEST)
341. (C0808) Innovative Ways to Teach Organized Crime (RUSSELL C)
342. (C1012) Thematic: The Relationship Between Aggression and Victimization (REMINSTG A)
343. (C1204) Some Empirical Studies of White Collar Crime (RUSSELL B)
344. (D0315) Thematic: Conceptualizing and Processing Women Offenders and Victims (REMINSTG B)
345. (D0504) Hair Assays for Illicit Drugs: Current Research (CURTIS A)
346. (D0706) Thematic Debate: Defensive Gun Control (BALLROOM D)
347. (E0217) Thematic: Assessing the Role of Community Corrections in Crime Control Policy (SUNDANCE)
348. (E0301) Friends and Families: Correlates of Violence, Crime, Drug Abuse (CURTIS B)
349. (E0408) Theoretical and Programmatic Influence of the Family (SUTTE 327)
350. (E0602) Community Processes and Community-Oriented Interventions (PHOENIX EAST)

1:30-2:45 PANEL SESSIONS

351. (A0601) Thematic: NRC Report: Understanding and Controlling Violence (PHOENIX EAST)
352. (A0702) Underlying Assumptions of Crime Theories (CURTIS A)
353. (A1002) Feminist Viewpoints on Incarceration Policy in the U.S. (BOARDROOM)
354. (B0603) Thematic: Studying Violence With New Data Sources (REMINSTG C)
355. (C0405) Thematic: Space, Place, Region and the Ecology of Crime (REMINSTG B)
356. (C0510) Thematic: Issues in Family Violence (CASSIDY)
357. (C0909) Thematic: African-American Frustration, Crime, and Violence (RUSSELL C)
358. (C1014) Thematic: Violence: Female Offenders and Their Victims (REMINSTG A)
359. (C1211) What is to be Done: Research Agendas in Corporate Regulation (BOREN B)
360. (D0102) Ethnicity and Criminal Justice Issues (RUSSELL A)
361. (D0314) Gender Issues in Sanctions and Sentencing (BOREN A)
362. (D0515) Women, Crack and Cocaine (BALLROOM D)
363. (D0611) Thematic: Variegated Violence (RUSSELL B)
364. (E0112) Thematic: Higher Education in Prisons (SUTTE 326)
365. (E0216) Thematic: The Impact of Drunk Driving on the Criminal Justice System (CURTIS B)
366. (E0402) Thematic: New Data on Serious Juvenile Crime and the Justice System Response (BALLROOM A)
367. (E0515) Policing Change: Changing Police, II (SUTTE 327)
368. (E0803) Exploring Ethnic and Gender Differences in Risk for Drug Use (SUNDANCE)
369. (F0089) Federal Funding for Criminal Justice Research (PHOENIX WEST)

3:00-4:15 PLENARY SESSION

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30

4:30-5:45  PLENARY SESSION

371.  (F0005) Thematic: Observations of the 1968 National Panel on Violence Members (PHOENIX EAST/WEST)

6:00    Arizona State University Reception for All Meeting Attendees (ATRIUM)

6:00-7:30  PANEL SESSION

372.  (F0037) Thematic: Responding to Violence: Reports From the Town Meetings (PHOENIX EAST/WEST)

6:30    Homicide Research Working Group Dinner (TO BE ANNOUNCED)